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Sermon for the Lord’s Day

“The Church at Laodicea” (2)

Welcome to the church of Christ at Alisal

Charles
We are praying for you!

Our Lord’s Day

Plan...

Fhe wisdom of Solomon...
The proverbs of Solomon. A wise son maketh a glad father: but a foolish son is the 

heaviness of his mother.
Proverbs 10:1
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Saying, I am Alpha and Omega, the first and the last: and, What thou seest, write in a 
book, and send it unto the seven churches which are in Asia; unto Ephesus, and unto 
Smyrna, and unto Pergamos, and unto Thyatira, and unto Sardis, and unto Philadel-

phia, and unto Laodicea.
Revelation 1:11

We pray for all people to seek God and obey his commandments.

Welcome Brothers and Sisters!
Paul is with us to present the Lesson. Charles Barry will lead 
our Bible Class and Kerry Johnson will lead us in Song... may 

God bless their efforts!

~ Happy Lord’s Day ~

Charles Barry - for his physical therapy helping rid him of pain.
Norma Decker - for good health and joy in the Lord.
Rose marie Johnson - for improved health and good sleep.
George Brown - for the stoppage of his interenal bleeding and better health.
The Kirby Family - for comfort and healing for Patty who has COVID-19 and is 
not doing well.

  Ecclesiastes 7:1-4

(1) A good name is better than precious ointment,
And the day of death than the day of one’s birth; 

(2) Better to go to the house of mourning 
Than to go to the house of feasting, 

For that is the end of all men; 
And the living will take it to heart. 
(3) Sorrow is better than laughter, 

For by a sad countenance the heart is made better.
(4) The heart of the wise is in the house of mourning, 

But the heart of fools is in the house of mirth. 

 In terms of wisdom, Solomon unmistakably comes down on the side of 
sorrow and mourning as the more important. They are to be preferred because 
mourning motivates a person toward sober contemplation of his own mortality, 
which tends to affect the wellspring of our thoughts, words, and conduct effective-
ly and positively. The wellspring of conduct is the heart, which is why “heart” is 
mentioned four times in these verses.
 The heart is truly the center of a human being. Recall that Jesus reminds us 
that our words and conduct spring from our hearts (Matthew 15:18-19). There-
fore, we need to search out and reinforce some important truths regarding death 
and its direct connection to our hearts and thus our conduct in life.
 A number of years ago, The Denial of Death won the Pulitzer Prize for the 
best of nonfiction in a certain category. In it, the author, Dr. Ernest Becker, made 
this telling comment, confirming what the Bible clearly states: “The idea of death, 
the fear of it, haunts the human animal like nothing else; it is the mainspring of 
human activity—activity designed largely to avoid the fatality of death, to over-
come it by denying in some way that it is the final destiny for man” (p. ix). Here 
in Ecclesiastes, Solomon is subtly urging us to take steps to confront the truth of 
death’s influence on our overall conduct in life.
 Death was set in motion during the Creation Week. The way things now are 
in this world, it is an almost daily factor in life. It has become the curse of curses, 
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the last enemy to be destroyed. As we will see shortly, it dogs our existence.
 The specter of death is so dominant in some people’s minds that it virtual-
ly destroys their lives. Their actions are focused on avoiding death and overcom-
ing it by somehow denying that it is the final destiny for man. These people are 
really downers in their effect upon others.
 Conversely, many people, while living, do not prepare for the obvious 
reality of death. It and its accompanying sorrows are major events of life that 
everyone must deal with. Solomon exhorts us to face in a balanced way what this 
issue means in terms of God’s truth so we are prepared for its inevitability.
 He does this partly because he understands, perhaps as well as anyone 
ever did, that pursuing laughter, as he shows in chapter 2, and relishing enjoy-
able situations are easy compared to experiencing sorrow. However, mirth is al-
most useless in terms of leading a profitable life. A person must almost be forced 
to seek out involvement in sorrowful circumstances. Paradoxically, death and its 
sorrowful circumstances have far more to teach us about what is valuable to a 
meaningful life compared to mirth and laughter, passing pleasures that are here 
today and gone tomorrow.
 Author Susan Sontag wrote, “Death is the obscene mystery, the ultimate 
affront, the thing that cannot be controlled. It can only be denied.” Our language 
of death clearly shows society’s attempts to soften, hide, or even deny it by using 
euphemisms, such as calling the dead person “the departed” or by saying that 
he “passed away” or “is not with us anymore.” This is done to avoid saying the 
words “death” or “dead.”
 God deals with it in His Word by showing that it is best for us to deal with 
it directly. This allows us to understand more fully that death is indeed the way 
of all flesh and to lay it to heart, shifting the balance of our thoughts about its 
reality toward more serious thinking on it.

— John W. Ritenbaugh

Holman Hunt’s painting 
The Light of the World in-
spired by Rev 3:20’s met-
aphor of Christ knocking 

at the door of the La-
odicean Church.


